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Nebraska Isolated Lands Statutes

Nebraska statutes establish a procedure for owners of land that does not have access to a public road, to have the county build an access road at the landlocked landowner’s expense. These statutes are called the Isolated Lands Statutes (NRS §§ 39-1713 to -1719). The process to provide access to isolated lands is not simple, and probably costly. The best way to avoid these situations is to make sure your land has access to a public road before you buy it. This newsletter provides a general overview of the isolated lands statutes. If you have questions regarding the isolated lands statutes, contact an attorney.

Most landowners assume that if they don’t have direct access to a public road they can gain this access by going to court. In most cases this is incorrect. If you used to own the access road, and sold the land containing the road and failed to retain the right to continue to use the access road, Nebraska courts have recognized your right to continue to use the access road. This is called an implied easement of necessity. Johnson v. Mays, 216 Neb. 890 (1984). But if you bought land with no access to a public road, you can’t get that access by going to court. In Nebraska, your only option (besides getting the neighbor to allow you to use his/her private road for access), is provided in the isolated lands statutes.

If you have isolated lands (and didn’t sell the access road to the neighbor), your first step is to attempt to obtain or purchase an easement to go across your neighbor’s land, in order to have access to a public road. If you obtain such an easement or right of way, it should be recorded with the county real estate records. You should retain an attorney to make sure the proper legal procedure is followed.

If you are unsuccessful in obtaining a right of way across the neighbor’s land, you may then request that
the county establish an access road, for which you
would be required to pay the entire cost. To begin this
process you file an affidavit with the County Board
containing the following:

- a statement that you own land within the county,
  and providing the land’s legal description;

- a statement that the land is shut-off from all
  public access (other than a waterway), by being
  surrounded on all sides by land belonging to
  other persons, or by such real estate and water;

- that you are unable to purchase a right of way
  from any of your neighbors, or that the only price
  you can obtain is exorbitant, and the amount of
  that exorbitant price, and;

- requesting the county to provide public access
  pursuant to the isolated lands statutes.

To consider whether the provision of access is
required, the County Board must determine that all the
facts contained in the affidavit are correct. In addition,
the board must also determine whether there is private
access to the public road, and whether that private
road is less than two rods (33 feet) in width. If so, the
board must hold a hearing on the request within 30
days of its submission, after ten days public notice and
15 days written notice to the affected landowners.

After the hearing the board determines:

- whether the conditions asserted in the petition are
  true, and that the only access (if any) is by way of
  a private road less than 33 feet in width;

- whether the isolated land was not isolated when
  it was purchased;

- whether the isolation of the land was not caused
  by the landowner or by anyone else with the
  landowner’s knowledge and consent;

- that access is necessary to use the isolated land,
  and;

- that the number of persons served justify
  providing public access.

If the answer to all these questions is yes, then the
board must proceed to provide an access road of
between 33-66 feet in width. The County Board must
determine the damages to be paid to the landowner
through which the access road will be built, and the
isolated landowner must pay the full costs of
developing the access road (including the damages to
the neighboring landowner), before the access road is
built. The county is not responsible for access road
maintenance unless the access road is a public road.
Whenever possible, access roads shall be located along
section lines.

As you can see, this is not a simple process. Your
best bet is to try to work something out with a neighbor
to give you access to a public road. The isolated lands
process is clearly something that should be attempted
only as a last resort, when all other options have failed.
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